HEALTHY PLANTS
HEALTHY people
HEALTHY Planet

What’s the Dirt
on Dirt?
We think that soil is
just dirt, but really it’s
a complex mixture
of organic materials,
water, minerals, and
lifeforms. Healthy soil is
an important part of the
foundation of our food
web.
A contaminant is
anything in the soil,
above naturally occurring
levels, that can cause harm to people. What does that
mean? Some “scary” sounding things like lead and arsenic
are naturally in soil in low levels, but through accidental or
purposeful human activity those levels can pose a risk to
people.
In cities most contamination comes from
people and things like manufacturing,
industrial dumping, land development,
local waste disposal, and excessive
pesticide or fertilizer use. Vehicles can
also contaminate soil. Have you ever
noticed a shiny puddle under your car
in the driveway? That’s oil–a petroleum
product–and when it rains, that oil will end up in the soil!
Other common contaminants are pesticides, petroleum
products, radon, asbestos, lead, chromated copper arsenate
and creosote.

Dirty Dirt
People come in contact with contaminate soil in 4 main ways.
1. Ingesting it- Adults don’t generally go around eating mud
pies but kids do. Also dust that lands on food, or the soil remnants from root vegetables like potatoes and carrots can carry
contaminants.
2. Breathing it in- As we’re working in the garden, or there is
construction down the street contaminants in the soil can become airborne and we can inhale them. That’s why it’s a good
idea to stay up to date on any environmental testing done by
developers and demolition plans by the city.
3. Through the skin- One of the biggest contaminantscreosote- is a common chemical used to treat lumber.
Creosote can leach from the treated wood into the ground.
Exposure to creosote contaminated soil can lead to reddening
of the skin, blistering, and peeling over time. That’s why it’s
a good idea to invest in a good pair of gardening and yard
gloves.
4. Through our food- No matter how well you wash off
the dirt of some vegetables or fruits you can’t wash off the
contamination they picked up as they grew. Some plants
are more likely to be hyperaccumulators such as those with
broad green leaves like
greens, lettuce, and spinach.
If you’re planning on growing
these plants this year, make
sure you use good, clean
soil and compost. If you’re
using raised beds, make sure
the wood isn’t treated with
creosote.

Clean dirt?

All of that can sound really scary, but there is hope! The same
process that can cause contamination in food can help clean
the soil. It’s called PHYTOREMEDIATION.
PHYTO comes from the Greek word for plant and
REMEDIATION comes from the Latin remedium which means
restore balance. It’s a way that plants can remove toxins from
the soil and either get rid of them or hold them for collection.

The advantages of phytoremediation are that it is a natural,
and cheaper than other methods of soil cleaning, not to
mention more attractive. The disadvantage is that it can
take years to completely clean a site. To learn more visit
https://clu-in.org/download/citizens/a_citizens_guide_to_
phytoremediation.pdf

The PHYTOREMEDIATORS
1) Indian Mustard Brassica juncea
L.- This superstar can reduce more
cadmium (Cd) than others, reduces
28% of lead (Pb), up to 48% of Se, and
it is effective against zinc (Zn), mercury
(Hg) and copper (Cu) as well.
2) White Willow Salix alba- This tree
is particularly useful for dealing with
pollution from diesel fuel. Often seen
by water or open areas because their
wide root systems can also help fight erosion and they don’t
play well with pipes and sidewalks.
3) Poplar Populus deltoides-Hybrid poplar trees are another
tree that deals well with petroleum hydrocarbons like
benzene, toluene and o-xylene. Like the willow tree, the
expansive roots clean the groundwater of contamination.
Used for large cleanup areas not typical for residential.
4) Indian Grass Sorghastrum nutans- This
hometown hero is a champion at dealing
with contamination from pesticides
and herbicides related to atrazine
and metalochlor, as well as petroleum
hydrocarbons. It’s a perennial and can deal
with whatever Detroit summers throw at it.
5) Sunflowers Helianthus Annuus
L.- Sunflowers are the team leader,
they work quickly and on a variety of
contaminants- even nuclear waste!
They use nearly every tool in the
phytoremediation tool-belt to deal with
soil contamination.

The INVADERS
Invasive species can cause a lot of damage to an ecosystem. These
are some of Michigan’s worst offenders
Garlic Mustard: An herbaceous, flowering plant that
smells like garlic when crushed. It’s sneaky because
in year one, it has heart-shaped basal leaves then
in the second year, stems shoot up (1-4 feet) and
develop flowers and seeds and leaves become more
toothed and triangular in shape. Clusters of tiny,
white, 4-petaled flowers bloom in early spring. Seed
pods are green, long and narrow and look like stems
– turning brown in fall
Attack: Garlic mustard spreads quickly through woodlots, outcompeting understory plants including tree seedlings. Tiny seeds
can be transported or blown around by vehicles. It also produces
chemical signals that can limit seed germination in other species as
well as killing the western white butterfly.
Purple Loosestife: A troublesome beauty growing
4 to 10 feet with a woody, square stem covered in
downy hair. Leaves are arranged in pairs or whorls
and showy magenta flower spikes with 5-7 petals per
flower are present for most of the summer.
Attack: Given the right conditions, purple loosestrife
can rapidly establish and replace native vegetation.
This can lead to a reduction in plant diversity, which
reduces habitat value to wildlife.
Multiflora Rose: Once recommended for
erosion control and livestock “living fences,”
this fast-spreading shrub now inhabits
pastures, old fields, roadsides, forests, streambanks and wetlands. Multiflora rose tolerates
a broad range of soils and moisture conditions
and can thrive in sun or shade.
Attack: Multiflora rose spreads aggressively, both by rooting canes
(ends of branches) and by seed dispersed by birds and wildlife.
Dense thickets of this shrub crowd out beneficial shrubs and plants
and may deter native birds from nesting.

The INVADERS
Brown Marmorated Stinkbug: Mottledbrown, shield-shaped bug ½ to ¾ inches long.
Legs and antennae are banded brown and
white. Alternating black and white pattern
along edges of the abdomen. Young bugs, or
nymphs, have orange to red coloration.
Adults emerge in late April to early May, laying
eggs from May through August. Bugs seek
overwintering sites, including indoor areas, beginning in September
Attack: The brown marmorated stink bug has been shown to
affect yields in fruit, nut, legume and vegetable crops in the
Eastern United States. It can also affect ornamental plants and be
a nuisance in indoor environments where they overwinter. They
release a chemical upon death that can attract more. Drowning
them in a little soapy water stops this.
Emerald Ash-borer: Bright, metallic
green with purple abdominal segments
under its wing covers, The adult beetle is
approximately ½ inch (Can fit on the head
of a penny). Larva are worm-like
Create D-shaped exit hole in the tree
Attack: Since the first discovery in
Michigan in 2002, this invasive beetle has killed tens of millions of
ash trees in Michigan, both in forests and in neighborhoods. Adults
typically only fly about ½ mile. On their own, this species doesn’t
spread very far. The real concern with spread is the relocation of
infested firewood to non-infested areas. Don’t move firewood!
Oak Wilt: A fungus that kills healthy red oaks. White oaks can also
be affected but are more resistant and less vulnerable to mortality
from the disease. Once a red oak becomes infected with the oak
wilt fungus, the tree will die, and there is no treatment to save the
infected tree. Once an oak wilt infection is confirmed, however,
treatments are available to save surrounding oaks and stop the
spread of this disease. Once established, if not treated, it will
continue to spread, killing all red oaks in a neighborhood or forest.
DO NOT prune oak trees between April 15 and July 15. DO NOT
move firewood: oak wilt is spread by the movement of infected
wood.

KEEP It Green
A healthy garden or lawn starts with healthy soil. A soil testing kit
or sending your soil to be tested can tell you about the health and
nutrients present, or missing. If you don’t want to do testing, you
want to make sure your soil has a good amount of humus. Humus is
the layer of decomposed organic matter like leaves, grass clippings,
and remains of insects and animals.
Is humus the same as compost? Both humus and compost are
made from decaying materials but compost is full of nutrients still.
You can add compost to your humus to add nutrients to the soil.
Making your own compost is a rewarding process and helps to
keep organic material from taking up space in landfills.
When you’re ready to plant you gotta know your seeds or sprouts.
There are organic, conventional, heirloom. What do all these mean?
ORGANIC: Plants and seeds labeled organic comply with organic
farming standards. However, that doesn’t mean chemical free, it’s
just the types of chemicals that can be used.
CONVENTIONAL: These are seeds that are harvested from plants
grown by traditional farming methods.
HEIRLOOM: This just describes a seed or plant line that has been
carefully collected because it has a prized quality, like taste, beauty,
smell, etc. Heirloom plants pass their genetic traits from one
generation to the next.
A NOTE ABOUT GMO’s and HYBRIDS: No garden level seeds are
genetically modified. True GMO seeds are carefully controlled by
agriculture businesses and farmers sign contracts. Hybrids, on the
other hand, are just mixing 2 or more plants through pollination
to produce desired results. Hybrid seeds are a lot like kids, they
contain traits from both parent plants.
Regardless of what type of garden you decide to have, plants need
3 things to thrive- Sun, nutrients, and water.

Food, Water, & Weeds
Every plant needs the sun to grow. When you are picking out your
seeds you need to know how much sun your garden gets. Plants
and seeds will be labeled full sun (6+ hours of sun), partial sun/
shade (3-6 hours of sun), full shade (<3 hours of sun). If you lose
that label a good rule of thumb is “If you pick the fruit off of the
plant, then it needs more sun. If you’re just eating the leaves, then
you need less sun.”
Once you determine your level of sun, you need to think about
watering. The most efficient time to water is early in the morning.
When there is less wind and sun to evaporate the water. Watering
at midday you lose too much to evaporation, and at night can invite
root rot. Where you water is also important. The leaves of the plant
don’t need the water, the roots do. Watering the tops of plants can
damage them. Drip or soak systems get the water to the right spot,
especially if you use collected rain water.
Gardens can attract unwanted attention from all sorts of things
that want to eat what you’ve worked so hard to grow or plants that
want some of your good growing conditions. You can spray all sorts
of chemicals to deter them, but you might harm beneficial things
in the process. The best bet to fight off invaders is by attracting an
army on your side. Encouraging natural predators like frogs, toads,
lizards, birds, and even bats can turn the tide of battle. If you do
choose to spray, spray with caution. A targeted approach is better
than the nuclear option.
Neonicotinoid pesticides have been linked to
severe levels of bee colony collapse. These
chemicals are systemic chemicals, so they remain
in the plants long after their application and are
present in the pollen and nectar which poisons
the pollinators that feed on them. It’s even
been shown that as plants breakdown these
chemicals, their remains are even more toxic. To
avoid neonicotinoid pesticides don’t use products with words like
systemic or long lasting.

Runaway Runoff
When rain falls or snow melts in natural, undeveloped areas, the
water is absorbed and filtered by soil and plants. But when that
same water falls on roofs, streets, and parking lots – the kind of
hard surfaces found throughout Detroit – it can’t soak into the
ground. Instead the drizzling or pounding rain (or snow) picks up
and mixes with what’s on the ground:
• Oil, grease, metals and coolants from vehicles;
• Fertilizers, pesticides and other chemicals from gardens
and homes;
• Bacteria from pet wastes and failing septic systems;
• Soil from construction sites and other bare ground;
• Soaps from car or equipment washing; and
• Accidental spills, leaky storage containers, tobacco spit
and whatever else ends up on the ground.
Then this stormwater runoff collects in gutters and sewers, can
lead to flooded roads and basements, and at times can cause the
combined sewer system to overflow, pouring untreated sewage
into the Detroit and Rouge Rivers.
Green Stormwater Infrastructure (GSI) is a term that encompasses
many different solutions to stopping runaway runoff. Most
people have heard of rain gardens but there are also bioretention
gardens, bioswales, living roofs and walls, permeable pavement,
rain harvesting, and even certain types of tree planting. GSI helps
nature do what it already does well, using native plants and soils, to
reduce runoff volume, remove pollutants, and cut down on flooding
by absorbing, delaying, and filtering stormwater runoff rather
than transporting water through conventional and costly pipes to
wet weather treatment systems or passing it untreated into our
precious waterways.
There are already over 200 GSI projects in Detroit, managing 379
million gallons of stormwater! Visit https://detroitstormwater.org/
projects to learn more about them.

Solutions
1) Even though manure can be fertilizer it has to be broken down first which takes at least 9
weeks, There are also a lot of potentially harmful bacteria in dog poop and the acidity of it
can ruin the grass, You should always scoop the poop immediately and dispose of it in a safe
way.
2) While you can dispose of regular alkaline batteries in the trash, it’s better to take them
to a battery recycling facility or collection spot like Home Depot because the metal casing
is recyclable. Rechargeable batteries, button batteries, car batteries should never go in the
trash. They contain chemicals that can contaminate the ground or leach into groundwater.
3) It’s certainly better to contain trash than let it fly around as litter, but too many loose items
in your curbside bin will probably end up as litter. It’s always best to place your trash in a bag
that can be closed off. This prevents things from falling out, or flying away before it get to
the dump.
4) Dumping things directly into the storm drain bypasses the water treatment system and
can end up directly in our waterways. This can lead to lowered oxygen in the water which
can lead to toxic algae blooms. It’s best to go to a wash facility, or at least dump the leftover
soap down a regular drain.
5) The overuse of fertilizer also causes excess runoff which leads to problems in our rivers
and streams. Too much fertilizer can also have the opposite effect and burn the lawn. Plants
are stronger when you water well, but infrequently. A great soaking 2 -3 days a week, in the
morning will build more resilient root systems and a healthier lawn over all.

5) I want my lawn as green as a crayon. I can fertilize it daily and
water it at high noon everyday.
4) You’re done washing your car, it’s OK to dump the soapy water
directly into the storm drain?
3) It’s fine to throw loose trash in your big trash can or dumpster.
It’s in the garbage, right?
2) The battery in your remote dies. You can just put it in the trash
it’s all used up.
1) Your dog poops on a neighbor’s lawn. You can just leave it, it’s
fertilizer.
Play a game with your family to see if you can spot what’s wrong
and figure out the green way to handle these situations

Be the Solution

Resources

Michigan State University Extension https://homesoiltest.
msu.edu/
Soil Contamination Testing MSU Soil and Plant Nutrient Lab
via email (spnlab@msu.edu) or phone (517-355-0218)
Soil Science Society of America https://www.soils.org/
Citizens guide to phytoremediation https://clu-in.org/download/citizens/a_citizens_guide_to_phytoremediation.pdf
Invasive Species Field Guide https://mnfi.anr.msu.edu/invasive-species/InvasivePlantsFieldGuide.pdf
The scoop on dog poop decomposition https://doggysaurus.
com/how-long-does-dog-poop-take-decompose/
Detroit Recycles http://bit.ly/detroitrecycles
Detroit Stormwater Hub https://detroitstormwater.org/
Greening of Detroit https://www.greeningofdetroit.com/
Detroit Green Task-force https://www.detroitgreentaskforce.
org/
Sustainable Community Farms https://www.facebook.com/
SustainableCommunityFarms/
Eastside Community Network https://www.ecn-detroit.org/
climate
Bailey Park Neighborhood Development Corporation
baileyparkndc.org

